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Abstract— In conventional hybrid beamforming approaches,
the number of radio-frequency (RF) chains is the bottleneck
on the achievable spatial multiplexing gain. Recent studies have
overcome this limitation by increasing the update-rate of the
RF beamformer. This paper presents a framework to design
and evaluate such approaches, which we refer to as agile RF
beamforming, from theoretical and practical points of view.
In this context, we consider the impact of the number of
RF-chains, phase shifters’ speed, and resolution to design agile
RF beamformers. Our analysis and simulations indicate that
even an RF-chain-free transmitter, which its beamformer has
no RF-chains, can provide a promising performance compared
with fully-digital systems and significantly outperform the con-
ventional hybrid beamformers. Then, we show that the phase
shifter’s limited switching speed can result in signal aliasing,
in-band distortion, and out-of-band emissions. We introduce
performance metrics and approaches to measure such effects
and compare the performance of the proposed agile beamformers
using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. Although this
paper aims to present a generic framework for deploying agile RF
beamformers, it also presents extensive performance evaluations
in communication systems in terms of adjacent channel leakage
ratio, sum-rate, power efficiency, error vector magnitude, and
bit-error rates.

Index Terms— Agile RF beamforming, RF-chain-free beam-
forming, analog beamforming, hybrid beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

FULLY-DIGITAL beamformers, with a dedicated
radio-frequency (RF) chain per antenna, provide a high

level of flexibility and accuracy to control the amplitude and
phase of the signal at each antenna element in multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Theoretical studies [1], [2]
and practical trials [3]–[7] show that massive MIMO systems,
where the base station is equipped with a large number of
antennas, can provide significant performance gains both
in sub-6 GHz [3] and millimeter wave (mmWave) systems
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[4]–[7]. Deploying digital beamformers, however, increases
the cost and power consumption of MIMO technologies.
Hence, analog and hybrid beamformers have recently
gained significant interest as an alternative approach to
digital beamformers, particularly for systems with a large
number of antennas [2], [8], [9]. Hybrid beamformers can
be used in both sub-6 GHz [8], [10], [11] and mmWave
frequencies [12]. MmWave systems, generally, need a
larger number of antennas and the cost and complexity of
digital beamformers for such systems is relatively higher
than sub-6 GHz technologies. Hence, hybrid beamformers
have attracted more attention in the context of mmWave
applications. For example, [12] leverages the sparse nature
of mmWave systems to design the hybrid beamforming
weights of a fully-connected structure. The authors in
[13] propose a successive interference cancellation based
hybrid precoding for subconnected architectures. Based
on the angular properties of mmWave channels, [14]
proposes codebook based approaches for fully-connected and
subconnected hybrid beamformers in a single-user scenario
where the quantization bits are nonuniformly assigned to
different coverage angles. The authors in [15] treat the hybrid
beamforming problem for mmWave systems as a matrix
factorization problem and employ alternating minimization
algorithms to propose low-complexity solutions. In the context
of internet of things (IoT) applications in mmWave scenarios,
[16] proposes a low-complexity hybrid precoding and diversity
combining by grouping the spatial subchannels of mmWave
channel into several lobes. Considering a wideband multiuser
scenario, [17] exploits the angle-of-arrival properties and
covariance matrix of mmWave to calculate the beamforming
weights.

Analog/hybrid beamformers, generally, consist of a phase
shifter network that connects one/several RF-chain(s) to a
larger number of antennas. In conventional analog and hybrid
beamforming approaches, the phase shifters of the RF beam-
former retain their phase during the channel’s coherence
time [2], [8]–[11]. In such systems, however, the num-
ber of RF-chains is the upper-bound on the achievable
spatial multiplexing gain [18]. Hence, even if the prop-
agation channel allows for the transmission of a larger
number of concurrently transmitted data streams, conven-
tional approaches may not be able to fully exploit the
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potential of MIMO channels to provide higher data rates and
connectivity.

Recently, there have been several attempts, as in [19]–[23]
and references therein, towards achieving a higher order of
spatial multiplexing gain than the number of the RF-chains
using different transmitter structures. For example, electron-
ically steerable parasitic array radiation (ESPAR) antennas
and load modulated MIMO can fulfil this target by rapidly
changing the loads’ impedance [19], [20]. However, one of the
disadvantages of such approaches is that the array size needs
to be either very small or very large [19], [20]. To overcome
some of the limitations of ESPAR and load modulated MIMO,
outphasing MIMO uses a tree-structured phase shifter network
in conjunction with hybrid couplers [20]. However, scaling
up the number of the antennas results in a dramatic increase
in the number of the required phase shifters. Consequently,
the hardware complexity and computational overhead of the
beamformer significantly increase with the array size and the
phase shifters’ resolution. Assuming that the receiver samples
the signal at Nyquist rate and there is perfect synchronization
between the sampling time of the transmitter and receiver,
[21]–[23] show that analog and hybrid beamformers, with
simpler structures compared to [20], can nearly achieve the
performance of a fully-digital beamformer.

In short, the spatial multiplexing gain by conventional
approaches, such as [2], [8]–[11], [18], is upper-bounded by
the number of RF-chains whereas this limit can be overcome
by [19]–[23]. The key difference between the approach of [2],
[8]–[11], [18] and [19]–[23] is the update-rate of the RF
components. To distinguish the two beamforming strategies,
we categorize them into conventional and agile beamformers.
In conventional analog and hybrid beamforming, the elements
of the RF beamformer are updated according to the channel’s
coherence time. On the other hand, we refer to the second
approach as agile RF beamforming since it requires the RF
beamformer to be agile in updating its weights at a much
higher rate than the conventional approaches. However, each
time that the phases of the phase shifters are updated, the trans-
mit signal can experience sudden changes and distortion com-
pared to the desired signal generated by a digital transmitter.
As we will discuss in detail, this can translate into power
leakage to undesired frequency components, interference on
adjacent frequency bands, aliasing and in-band signal loss and
distortion.

To our knowledge, the existing literature on agile RF
beamformers does not provide a comprehensive view of design
considerations, approaches, and consequences of using such
systems. This paper presents a framework to design and
evaluate agile RF beamformers from both theoretical and prac-
tical points of view. Within this context, we propose several
methods and use simulations to investigate the impact of the
number of RF-chains, phase shifters’ speed and resolution,
signal’s bandwidth on the system performance. Starting with
a theoretical scenario, we show that an arbitrary signal can be
created at the transmitter antennas, without a need for even
a single RF-chain, if the phase shifters’ resolution and speed
are infinitely high. In particular, an RF-chain-free system with
two infinitely fast analog phase shifters (APS) per antenna

and a carrier signal generator can produce any transmit signal.
In practice, most of the phase shifters are digital, and many
transmitters may have one or several RF-chains. Compared
with APS, the use of digital phase shifters (DPS) can increase
the beamformer’s computational complexity and can degrade
the performance of the analog/hybrid beamformer. On the
other hand, using more RF chains can improve performance at
the cost of increasing the system cost, complexity, and power
consumption. With this motivation, first, we propose low-
complexity, while effective, agile RF beamforming methods
for the RF-chain-free, analog, and hybrid beamformers with
infinitely fast APS, and also DPS. Considering that the phase
shifters, in a physical world, have a finite speed, we also
propose agile RF beamforming techniques tailored to RF-
chain-free, analog, and hybrid beamformers with finite-speed
APS and DPS. Then, we analyze the consequences of the
phase shifters’ switching time on the spectrum of the transmit
signal by agile RF-chain-free beamformers. We show that the
signal can experience aliasing, in-band loss and distortion,
and cause out-of-band-emissions depending on the phase
shifters’ switching speed and the properties of the transmit
signal. Then, we propose agile analog and hybrid beamform-
ing methods that can reduce/alleviate the undesired effects
caused by the limited switching speed of the phase shifters.
To quantify the undesired effects and compare the performance
of different methods towards creating an arbitrarily-designed
wireless signal, we propose several performance metrics using
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process and normalized
mean squared error (MSE). The advantage of such metrics
lies in the fact that they solely provide a comparison between
two signals in an abstract space, regardless of the intrinsic
properties of the reference signal. Using computer simulations,
we investigate the impact of system design parameters, such
as the resolution and speed of the phase shifters, signal
bandwidth, the number of the RF-chains, and antennas on
the performance. Finally, in order to provide insights into the
expected behavior of the agile RF beamformers in communica-
tion systems, we also present extensive simulations for evalu-
ating the impact of the switching-time of the phase shifters
on the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR), achievable
sum-rates, power efficiency, root mean squared (RMS) error
vector magnitude of the received signal based on quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation, and bit error rates
(BER).

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the system model, and a brief overview of the conven-
tional beamforming approaches. Section III discusses the
principles of agile RF beamforming and proposes design
approaches based on the transmitter’ s constraints. In partic-
ular, subsections III-A and III-B focus on agile RF-chain-free
beamformers with infinitely fast APS and DPS, respectively.
Subsections III-C and III-D propose agile RF beamforming
methods for analog and hybrid beamformers with infinitely
fast phase shifters. Subsections III-E, III-F and III-G present
the implications of phase shifters’ finite switching speed on the
performance of agile RF-chain-free, analog and hybrid beam-
formers, respectively. Section IV introduces performance met-
rics and presents simulation results to evaluate the performance
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of (a) fully-digital, (b) conventional analog, (c) fully-connected hybrid, d) proposed analog, and e) RF-chain-free beamformers.

of the proposed approaches. Finally, section V discusses the
conclusions and the future directions of this research.

Notations: The following notation is used throughout this
paper: R and C are the field of real and complex numbers. a(t)
and ã(f) present a variable in the time and frequency domains,
receptively. A and a represent a matrix and vector. bn denotes
the n-th element of vector b, and am is the m-th column
of A. Moreover, Am,n, |Am,n|, ∠Am,n denote the (m,n)-th
element of A, its magnitude and phase, respectively. A† and
AH present pseudo-inverse and Hermitian of A. CN (a,A)
presents a random vector of complex Gaussian distributed
elements with expected value a and covariance matrix A.
Finally, EX,Y [a] denotes the expected value of a with respect
to variables X and Y .

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONVENTIONAL BEAMFORMING

Consider a multiantenna transmitter with MT antennas that
transmits a signal to MR < MT receiver antennas. For the
sake of clarity, we use the following terminology in the rest
of this paper: the baseband and low-pass signals refer to
the discrete-time signal in the processor and the correspond-
ing continuous-time signal at the output of digital-to-analog
converter (DAC), respectively. The band-pass signal at the
transmitter antennas refers to the continuous-time signal in
the RF domain, i.e., after upconverting the low-pass signal.
An RF-chain refers to a series of electrical components, e.g.,
DAC, mixer and local oscillator, that are used to convert the
baseband signal into a band-pass signal.

Depending on the number of the RF-chains C, as shown
in Fig. 1(a)-Fig. 1(e), the beamformers can be categorized
as fully-digital, analog, hybrid and RF-chain-free where C =
MT, C = 1, 1 < C < MT and C = 0, respectively. Moreover,
each of these beamformers can be further divided based on the
structure of their phase shifter network. For example, Fig. 1(b)
and Fig. 1(d) show two realizations of analog beamformers
with a single RF-chain. We further divide the beamforming
techniques into conventional and agile approaches. If the phase
shifters switch their phase according to the coherence time of
the channel, then the beamformer is based on a conventional
approach. On the hand, if the phase shifters switch their phase
faster than the coherence time of the channel, then the corre-
sponding beamformer is based on agile RF beamforming. The
subscript u ∈ {D, CH, AH, AA, ARF} is used throughout the

paper to differentiate the notation for each of the structures
and methods. In particular, D, CH, AH, AA, ARF present the
notation for digital, conventional hybrid, agile hybrid, agile
analog, agile RF-chain-free beamformers, respectively. Table I
presents a summary of the notations and symbols that are
commonly used throughout the paper.

The low-pass transmit signal vector is denoted by xu(t) ∈
CMT×1 and x̃u(f) ∈ CMT×1 in the time t and frequency f
domains, respectively. In the following, the dependency on
time (t) and frequency (f) may be occasionally withdrawn
where it can be inferred from the context. Similarly, yu(t) ∈
CMR×1, z(t) ∈ CMR×1, H(t) ∈ CMR×MT , ỹu(f) ∈ CMR×1,
z̃(f) ∈ CMR×1 and H̃(f) ∈ CMR×MT denote the received
signal and noise vectors and the channel matrix in the time
and frequency domains, respectively. A general relationship
between the low-pass transmitted and received signals is

ỹu(f) = H̃(f) x̃u(f) + z̃(f), (1)

The continuous-time band-pass signal at the antennas is mod-
elled by xAnt.

u (t) = cos(2πfct)xu(t), where fc denotes the
carrier frequency. The following subsections briefly review the
process of generating baseband signals by fully-digital and
conventional hybrid beamformers.

A. Digital Beamformers

The availability of an RF-chain per antenna, as shown
in Fig. 1(a), allows the digital beamformer to, almost contin-
uously, control the phase and amplitude of elements of xD(t).
Without loss of generality, in the following we only discuss
linear beamforming in a multicuarrier system with a total
number of K subcarriers. The bandwidth of the transmit signal
is B = K̃Δf where K̃ and Δf denote the number of non-zero
subcarriers and the subcarrier spacing, respectively. Assuming
that K̃ is an even number, the non-zero subcarriers are
occupied by zero-mean Gaussian entry inputs s̃(k) ∈ C

MU×1,
−K̃/2 ≤ k ≤ K̃/2 and k �= 0 where MU is the number
of simultaneously transmit streams. In linear beamforming,
the transmitter applies the precoding matrix F̃D(k) ∈ CMT×MU

and the baseband signal vector is x̃Base.
D (k) = γD(k)F̃D(k)̃s(k),

where γD(k) is a power normalization factor. The spatial
multiplexing gain in digital beamformers is upper-bounded by
the rank of H̃(k), which can be up to min(MT,MR).
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE NOTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES THAT ARE COMMONLY USED IN THIS MANUSCRIPT

B. Conventional Analog and Hybrid Beamformers

As shown in Fig. 1(b)-Fig. 1(d), the baseband of such
systems is connected to MT antennas via C RF-chain(s) and
a network of phase shifters. In particular, the case for C = 1
and C ≥ 2 are referred to as analog and hybrid beamformers,
respectively. In a conventional hybrid beamformer with a linear
digital precoder, the baseband model for the transmit signal
is

x̃Base.
CH (k) = γCH(k)FCHB̃CH(k)̃s(k), (2)

where γCH(k), FCH ∈ CMT×C and BCH ∈ CC×MR are
power normalization factor, the RF beamforming and base-
band precoding matrices, respectively. The elements of FCH

with APS are in the form of FCH,mT,c = ejθmT,c , where
θmT,c ∈ [0, 2π) and mT ∈ {1, . . . ,MT}. If the beamformer
is equipped with DPS with Q bits of resolution, then θmT,c ∈
{0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}. In conventional analog and hybrid
beamforming, the RF beamformer remains constant during
the coherence time of the channel. Consequently, the phase
shifters provide the same phase shift to all of the subcarriers
[10], [24]. This limitation combined with the constant modu-
lus constraint, imposed by phase shifters, makes the design
of hybrid beamformers a challenging problem, particularly
for frequency-selective channels [17]. Moreover, most of the
commercial phase shifters are digitally controlled and have
discrete resolution. This, in turn, can significantly increase
the computational complexity of designing optimal hybrid
beamformers. Another limitation of conventional analog and
hybrid beamformers is that the spatial multiplexing gain is
limited by the rank of the RF beamforming matrix and the
number of RF-chains [2]. In other words, the conventional
methods cannot transmit MU ≥ C simultaneous streams,
even if the propagation channel allows it. In the next sub-
section, we show that agile RF beamforming methods and
structures that can overcome the limitations of conventional
approaches.

III. AGILE RF BEAMFORMING

Agile RF beamformers can achieve a higher order of spatial
multiplexing gain than the number of RF-chains. In this
work, we only focus on transmitter structures that employ
phase shifters, as shown in Fig. 1(b) to Fig. 1(e). Agile
RF beamformers can ideally create any transmit signal by a
fully-digital beamformer while using a much smaller number
of RF-chains. Consequently, they can create signals at the
transmitter antennas such that (s.t.) MU ≥ C, instead of MU ≤
C by the conventional approaches. Agile RF beamformers
leverage the following principle: as long as the received signal
vector remains the same as yAnt.

D (t) at the user equipment,
the receiver operations and system performance will not be
affected. Hence, regardless of the transmitter’s structure, e.g.,
Fig. 1(c) or Fig. 1(d), the system’s performance remains the
same if yAnt.

D (t) = yAnt.
u (t), or equivalently,

‖yAnt.
D (t) − yAnt.

u (t)‖2 = 0, (3)

∀u ∈ {AH, AA, ARF}. Equation (3) is equivalent to
‖xAnt.

D (t) − xAnt.
u (t)‖2 = 0, as ỹu(f) = H̃(f)x̃u(f) +

z̃(f). In this direction, we employ minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) criteria to design xAnt., opt

u (t) by the agile
beamformer. In particular,

xAnt., opt
u (t) = argmin

xAnt.
u (t)

‖xAnt.
D (t) − xAnt.

u (t)‖2. (4)

Strictly speaking, if xAnt.
D (t) can achieve a spatial multiplex-

ing gain of MU ≥ C, so does xAnt., opt
u (t) if ‖xAnt.

D (t) −
xAnt., opt

u (t)‖2 = 0, ∀t. To meet this criteria, first, system u
must provide the same amplitude and phase value at any given
time t ∈ (−∞,+∞) so that xu,mT(t) = xD,mT(t). As a result,
the conventional analog beamformer shown in Fig. 1(b), with
one phase shifter per antenna, cannot fulfill this condition,
in a general scenario, since |xD,mT(t0)| �= |xD,m′

T
(t0)| may

not hold for all mT �= m′
T. The second condition to achieve

‖xAnt.
D (t) − xAnt., opt

u (t)‖2 = 0, ∀t, is that system u must
operate at the same speed as a fully-digital beamformer.
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In other words, response time TSW of the phase shifters
in Fig. 1(c)-Fig. 1(e) must provide the ability to track xAnt.

D (t)
in time. For an arbitrary xAnt.

D (t), this condition can be only met
if TSW → 0 which requires the phase shifters to be infinitely
fast.

In the rest of this section, we evaluate the implications
of the number of RF-chains, phase shifters’ resolution, and
response-time on the MMSE design criteria in (4). More
specifically, subsections III-A-III-D propose agile RF beam-
forming methods for RF-chain-free, analog, and hybrid beam-
formers with infinitely fast phase shifters, i.e., TSW → 0. Then,
subsections III-E- III-G consider the impact of the response
time TSW of the phase shifters on agile beamformers’ design
and performance.

A. Agile RF-Chain-Free Beamformer With APS & TSW → 0

In this subsection, we present an agile RF beamforming
method for the RF-chain-free beamformer shown in Fig. 1(e)
with infinitely fast APS. In this system, a carrier signal
cos(2πfct) is fed to the phase shifter network where each
antenna is equipped with two APS and a combiner. Let’s define
vectors ft(t) and fb(t) to present the phase shifting effect by
the phase shifters on each antenna’s top and bottom branches,
respectively. The transmit signal vector for the RF-chain-free
system can be expressed as xAnt.

ARF(t) = cos(2πfct)xARF(t) =
γARF cos(2πfct)

(
ft(t) + fb(t)

)
/2, where γARF and 1/2 are

normalization factors such that the average transmit power
from all antennas over the time is EmT,t

[‖xAnt.
ARF(t)‖2

]
=

EmT,t

[‖xAnt.
D (t)‖2

]
= P. The agile RF-chain-free beamformer,

with TSW → 0, can create an arbitrary signal xAnt.
D (t), if

xAnt.
D (t) − xAnt.

ARF(t) = cos(2πfct)
(
xD(t) − xARF(t)

)
= 0. (5)

Hence, (4) can be reformulated as

(fopt
t , fopt

b ) = arg min
ft,fb

‖xD(t) − xARF(t)‖2

= arg min
ft,fb

∥∥∥∥xD(t)/γARF − ft(t) + fb(t)
2

∥∥∥∥
2

= arg min
ft,fb

MT∑
mT=1

∣∣∣∣xD,mT/γARF − ft,mT + fb,mT

2

∣∣∣∣
2

,

s.t. θt,mT , θb,mT ∈ [0, 2π). (6)

Previously, [8], [11] have shown that if variable x ∈ {X |X ∈
C, |X | ≤ 1}, then ∃ φ1, φ2 ∈ [0, 2π) such that x =
(ejφ1 +ejφ1)/2. Let’s define x̄D = xD(t)/γARF. Assuming that
|x̄D,mT(t)| ≤ 1, mT ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MT}, then ∃ft,mT(t), fb,mT(t)
such that ∣∣∣∣x̄D,mT −

ft,mT(t) + fb,mT(t)
2

∣∣∣∣
2

= 0. (7)

Based on [11], the equality can be achieved by setting ft,mT(t)
and fb,mT(t) according to{

f
opt
t,mT

(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT +j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |),
f opt

b,mT
(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |).

(8)

In order for |x̄D,mT(t)| ≤ 1, ∀mT ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MT}, to hold,
the amplitude of the carrier signal must be set such that γARF ≥
max
t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
.

It should be noted that a similar approach to (8) was
previously used to design conventional hybrid beamformers
with C = 2MU [8], [11], and agile RF beamformer with a
small number of RF-chain [21], [22]. The approach of [8],
[11] underutilizes the achievable spatial multiplexing gain that
the propagation channel can provide.

On the other hand, [21], [22] show that a single RF-chain,
i.e., C = 1 is enough to achieve a higher order of spa-
tial multiplexing gain by considering APS. Despite some
similarities between the proposed beamformer of (8) and [8],
[11], [20]–[22], in this subsection we showed that, in theory,
there is no need for even one RF-chain or even a local
oscillator to create an arbitrary transmit signal. In this case,
xAnt.

D (t) = xAnt.
ARF(t) can be achieved for the bandpass signals

as long as the phase shifters in in Fig. 1(e) have continuous
resolution and TSW → 0, and the baseband can control
the corresponding components at a similar rate. As it will
become more clear in the following sections that we impose
more realistic constraints on the phase shifters, using a local
oscillator as in Fig. 1(e) significantly reduces the stringent
requirements for controlling and updating the phase shifters
to comply with Nyquist sampling theorem. More specifically,
we will show that TSW limits the bandwidth B of the transmit
signal in RF-chain-free systems in a similar manner that
DACs limit B in digital transmitters. In both cases, using a
local oscillator allows the baseband processor to operate at
a speed that is related to B instead of the highest frequency
of the signal, i.e., fc + B/2. With this background, in the
following, we design the agile RF beamformers based for the
low-pass models, i.e., ‖xD(t) − xARF(t)‖2 instead of solving
the optimization problem for the equivalent bandpass signals.

In this subsection, we showed that a carrier signal generator
and two fast APS per antenna, as shown in Fig. 1(e), are
enough to generate x̄D,mT(t). Hence, if xD(t) can support
any order of spatial multiplexing gain, so will xARF(t). Next,
we consider the impact of using DPS with Q bits of resolutions
in such systems.

B. Agile RF-Chain-Free Beamformer With DPS & TSW → 0

This subsection presents an agile RF beamforming approach
for the RF-chain-free beamformer shown in Fig. 1(e) with
Q-bits resolution DPS assuming TSW → 0. Similar to
subsection III-A, the transmit signal can be decomposed as
xARF = γARF(ft + fb)/2 where γARF ≥ max

t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
.

Let fDPS
t , fDPS

b denote the optimal beamforming weights for
the digital phase shifters on the top and bottom branches
connected to each antenna, where

(fDPS
t , fDPS

b ) = argmin
ft,fb

‖xD(t) − xARF(t)‖2,

s.t. θt,mT , θb,mT ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}.
(9)

Finding the global optimum to this combinatorial and non-
convex optimization, in general, is computationally expensive.
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In the following, we present a low-complexity sub-optimal
approach by sequentially designing fDPS

t and fDPS
b . Given

that fopt
t of (8) is an optimal solution when APS are used,

we calculate the beamforming weights fDPS
t for DPS according

to

fDPS
t = argmin

ft

‖fopt
t − ft‖2

= argmin
ft,mT

MT∑
mT=1

|f opt
t,mT

− ft,mT |2,

=
MT∑

mT=1

argmin
ft,mT

|f opt
t,mT

− ft,mT |2,

s.t. θt,mT ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}. (10)

It can be easily verified that this is equivalent to

∠fDPS
t,mT

(t) = Q(
f opt

t,mT
(t)

)
= arg min

∠ft,mT(t)

|∠f opt
t,mT

(t) − ∠ft,mT(t)|2,

s.t. θt,mT(t) ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}. (11)

The quantizer function Q(
f opt

t,mT

)
rounds the phase of f opt

t,mT
to

the closest discrete phase value available to the corresponding
phase shifter. By inserting xARF = γARF(fDPS

t + fb)/2 in (9),

fDPS
b = argmin

fb

‖xD(t) − xARF(t)‖2

= argmin
fb

∥∥xD/γARF − fDPS
t

2
− fb

2

∥∥2

=
MT∑

mT=1

arg min
fb,mT

∣∣wmT −
fb,mT

2

∣∣2,
s.t. θ ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}. (12)

where w = xD/γARF − fDPS
t /2. Based on (10) and (11), it can

be easily verified that

∠fDPS
b,mT

(t) = Q(
wmT(t)

)
. (13)

In this subsection, we presented a low-complexity agile RF-
chain-free beamforming approach for the structure of Fig. 1(e)
with DPS. As it will show by simulations, the proposed
method results in a promising performance if Q ≥ 5. Next,
we explore the consequences of using an RF-chain by an
analog beamformer, compared to the RF-chain-free systems.

C. Agile Analog Beamformer With TSW → 0

This subsection presents an agile RF beamforming approach
for the analog beamformer shown in Fig. 1(d) assuming
TSW → 0. In the proposed RF-chain-free approach, regardless
of the angular resolution of the phase shifters, the amplitude
of the input signal to the phase shifter network depends
on max

t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
. In other words, the input power to

the phase shifter network is related to the highest power
from all antennas mT ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MT} over all times t ∈
(−∞,+∞). Given that the feed network equally distributes
the power among all phase shifters, the extra input power to
the elements on the mT-th antenna must be dissipated at the

corresponding combiner when |xD,mT(t)| < max
t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
.

This, in turn, can significantly increase the dynamic losses
and reduce the energy efficiency of the system depending
on the characteristics and fluctuations of the transmit signal.
When an RF-chain is available, the baseband and DAC can
swiftly control the input power to the phase shifter network
at any given time t. As a result, the amplitude of the input
signal to the phase shifters and, consequently, the dissipated
power at the combiner, are related to max

mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
, unlike

max
t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)

for the RF-chain-free system. An RF-chain

also provides an additional degrees of freedom to control both
the phase and magnitude of the input signal to the phase shifter
network, and it can be also used to further reduce the MSE

‖xD(t) − xAA(t)(t)‖2

= ‖xD(t)‖2 + ‖xAA(t)‖2 − 2real(xH
D(t)xAA(t)),

s.t. θt,mT(t), θb,mT(t) ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}, (14)

compared to an RF-chain-free system. The transmit signal
vector by the agile analog beamformer can be written as

xAA(t) = b(t)f(t) = b(t)(ft + fb)/2 (15)

where f(t) = (ft + fb)/2, and b(t) is a scalar complex
number at the output of DAC. To design xAA(t) that minimizes
MSE, considering the nonconvex constraints of ft and fb, let’s
decouple the optimization of the baseband signal and the
phases of the phase shifters. Setting fDPS

t and fDPS
b according

to equations (11) and (13), as for the RF-chain-free system,
the optimal baseband weight bopt(t) becomes

bopt(t)=arg min
b(t)

‖fDPS‖2|b|2−2real(xH
DfDPSej∠b)|b|+‖xD‖2.

(16)

It can be easily verified that the second-order function in (16)
is minimized if{

|bopt(t)| =
∣∣xH

D(t)fDPS(t)
∣∣/‖fDPS(t)‖2,

∠bopt(t) = −∠(xH
D(t)fDPS(t)).

(17)

In this subsection, we discussed that the RF-chain of the
analog beamformer can reduce the dissipated power at the
combiners before the antennas, compared to RF-chain-free
systems. We also presented a low-complexity approach for
designing agile analog beamformers with DPS. The RF-chain
in the system provides a degree of freedom to reduce the
MSE compared to RF-chain-free systems. Our simulations
in section IV show that using an RF-chain can reduce the
MSE when the number of antennas are relatively small.
However, as MT increases, the MSE increases until it reaches
a saturation level. In other words, one RF-chain may not be
always sufficient to substantially reduce the MSE for large
arrays. Next, we generalize the proposed approaches to hybrid
beamforming structures with several RF-chains.

D. Agile Hybrid Beamformer With TSW → 0

This subsection presents an agile RF beamforming approach
for the fully-connected hybrid beamformer with C RF-chains
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shown in Fig. 1(c) assuming TSW → 0. The transmit sig-
nal vector for this structure is xAH(t) = F(t)b(t) where
F(t) ∈ CMT×C and b(t) ∈ CC×1 are the RF beamforming
matrix and its input signal vector, respectively. In the follow-
ing, we present low-complexity solutions to calculate Fopt(t)
and bopt(t) that minimize ‖xD(t) − xAH(t)‖2. Using (8) for
RF-chain-free systems with APS, it can be easily verified that
‖xD(t) − xAH(t)‖2 = 0, if⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

b
opt
1 (t) = b

opt
2 (t) = max

mT

∣∣(xD,mT(t)|
)
/2,

F opt
mT,1(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT+j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |),
F opt

mT,2(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |),
b

opt
c≥3 = 0,
F opt

mT,c≥3(t) = 1,

(18)

where x̄D(t) = xD(t)/max
mT

(∣∣xD,mT(t)
∣∣). It is noted that

the proposed solution is not unique, and various optimal
solutions exist for this problem. When the hybrid beamformer
is equipped with DPS, the optimal solutions is(

FDPS(t), bDPS(t)
)

= arg min
F,b

‖xD(t) − xHA(t)‖2,

s.t. θmT,c(t) ∈ {0, . . . , (2Q − 1)2π/2Q}, (19)

Algorithm 1 presents a low-complexity, but effective, solu-
tion for this nonconvex and combinatorial problem. Let’s
assume that fDPS

1 , . . . , fDPS
c are known and distinct, then,

we define matrix Fc = [fDPS
1 , . . . , fDPS

c ], and vectors b̄c ∈
Cc×1 and b̄opt

c ∈ Cc×1, ∀c ∈ {2, . . . , C} according to

b̄opt
c = arg min

b̄c

‖x̄(t) − Fcb̄c‖2. (20)

Using the least-squares approach, b̄opt
c = F†

cxD(t). Similar
to (11)-(13) in subsection III-B, let’s define w = x̄D − Fcb̄opt

c .
Then, we initially relax the constraint on the resolution of the
phase shifters, and calculate the continuous phase values by
solving

fopt
c+1 = argmin

fc+1

‖w − fc+1‖2,

s.t. |FmT,c+1| = 1, ∠FmT,c+1 ∈ [0, 2π) (21)

Then, we apply the quantizer function Q(.) of (11), according
to

fDPS
c+1 = Q(fopt

c+1). (22)

In Algorithm 1, fDPS
1 and b̄opt

1 = 0.5 are initialized by (18).
To illustrate the advantage of agile beamforming over

conventional hybrid beamformers, let’s consider the follow-
ing example. Fig. 2 presents the achievable sum-rates by
fully-digital zero-forcing (ZF), conventional hybrid beam-
former of [11], and the proposed agile beamformers over
a narrow-band independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel. When ZF is used,
the received signal vector can be written as yD = yDes.

D + z,
where yDes.

D is the desired noise-and-interference-free signal

Algorithm 1 Calculate the Beamforming Weights for Agile
Hybrid Beamformer With DPS

Inputs: max
mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
, x̄D(t) = xD(t)/max

mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
,

Calculate fopt
1 according to (18),

Calculate fDPS
1 (t) = exp

(
jQ(

fopt
1 (t)

))
,

Define w = x̄D(t) − 0.5fDPS
RF,1,

for 2 ≤ c ≤ C do
fDPS
c = exp

(
jQ(

w
) )

; Fc = [fDPS
1 , . . . , fDPS

c ]; b̄opt
c =

F†
c(t)x̄D(t); w = x̄D(t) − Fcb̄opt

c ;
end for
Return FDPS and bDPS = max

mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
b̄opt

C

Fig. 2. Achievable sum-rates vs ρ for TSW → 0.

at the user equipment. The achievable sum-rate by ZF over
MR ×MT dimensional channel is expressed by [11]

RD = MR log2

(
1 + Es

[|yDes.
D,mR

|2]/σ2
z

)
, (23)

where σ2
z denotes the noise variance. To evaluate the perfor-

mance of our proposed agile beamforming techniques, we use
Gram-Schmidt process to decompose the unit vector x̂u of the
transmit signal as x̂u = αx̂D +

√
1 − |α|2x̂⊥D , where α = x̂H

u x̂D

is the projection of x̂u onto the direction of the desired unit
vector x̂D. On the other hand, x̂⊥D represents the component
of x̂u which is perpendicular to x̂D. This reduces the received
signal levels and can cause interference as x̂⊥

D points towards
an undesired direction. The received signal vector can now be
written as

yu =Hxu+z=‖αxu‖Hx̂D+
√

1−|α|2‖xu‖Hx̂⊥D +z. (24)

Let’s define yDes.
u = ‖αxu‖Hx̂D and wu =√

1 − |α|2‖xu‖Hx̂⊥
D , and ρ = P/σ2

z . By treating the
undesired wu as noise, the total sum-rate is

Ru =
MR∑

mR=1

log2

(
1 +

Es
[|yDes.

u,mR
|2]

σ2
z + Es

[|wu,mR |2
])
. (25)

Fig. 2 presents the achievable sum-rates by the proposed
agile beamformers and the conventional hybrid beamformer
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of [11] with APS. The simulation parameters in Fig. 2 are
MT = 64, MR = 16, C = 3 and Q = 5. It should be noted
that the conventional hybrid beamformer of [11] with C = 3
RF-chains can only support M ′

R = C = 3 single-antenna
users. Fig. 2 shows that even the proposed RF-chain-free
beamformer with DPS can supportMR = 16 users and provide
a substantially higher sum-rates and spatial multiplexing gain
than the conventional hybrid beamformer of [11]. It must
be noted that all digital, conventional hybrid and agile RF
beamformers in Fig. 2 are based on the same time-frequency
resource grid. Moreover, the presented sum-rates in Fig. 2 only
depend on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio by the
beamformer, as equation (25) indicates; and such results are
independent from the specifications of the technology, e.g.,
the speed and capability of the baseband processor or its
memory. In practical systems, however, the system designers
must consider the impact of the technology limitations, such
as the processing delays on the system performance. Hence,
further optimization of the proposed agile RF beamforming
approaches remains as a future research direction towards
deploying them on hardware.

Up to this point, we have focused on agile RF beamforming
approaches with infinitely fast phase shifters for RF-chain-
free, analog and hybrid beamformers. Using Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization process, we analyzed the relative perfor-
mance of agile approaches with respect to fully-digital ZF
beamformer over a frequency-flat channel. Our analysis and
simulations indicated that agile beamformers with infinitely
fast phase shifters can significantly outperform conventional
hybrid beamforming approaches. However, the phase shifters,
in reality, have a limited response time. With this motivation,
we investigate the impact of TSW on the design and perfor-
mance of agile beamformers in the following subsections.

E. Agile RF-Chain-Free Beamformer With Finite-Speed
Phase Shifters

This subsection presents an agile RF beamforming approach
for the RF-chain-free transmitter shown in Fig. 1(e) with
finite-speed APS. The phase shifters switch their values at
t = (i− 1)TSW and retain their phase over (i− 1)TSW ≤ t <
iTSW where TSW is the switching time, and i is an integer.
Equation (8) can be used to replicate xD(t) only at t = iTSW,
and the phase values are retained for TSW after switching.
In this case, (8) turns into{
ft,mT(t)=ej∠x̄D,mT+j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |), (i− 1)TSW≤ t<iTSW

fb,mT(t)=ej∠x̄D,mT−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT |), (i− 1)TSW≤ t<iTSW.

(26)

This approach can be suitable for systems that transmit signals
which are in the form of pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)
or amplitude shift keying (ASK). However, if xD(t) changes
during (i−1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW, as in most of practical systems,
using (26) results in a staircase approximation of the signal,1

as shown in the example of Fig. 3. To model this effect, let’s

1Such approximation may remind the reader of zero-order-hold filter.

Fig. 3. Staircase approximation of a signal in (top) the time, and (bottom)
frequency domains.

define the pulse function

p(t) =

{
1, t ∈ 0 ≤ t < TSW

0, otherwise.
(27)

Then, the transmit signal can be written as

xARF(t) =
∞∑

i=−∞
xD(iTSW)p(t− iTSW)

=
( ∞∑

i=−∞
xD(iTSW)δ(t− iTSW)

)
∗ p(t)

= x(s)
D ∗ p(t), (28)

where x(s)
D (t) is the sampled xD(t) with a sampling frequency

of 1/TSW. The frequency response of xARF(t) is

x̃ARF(f)

= x̃(s)
D (f)p̃(f) =

1
TSW

∞∑
l=−∞

x̃D(f − l/TSW) × p̃(f)

=
e−jπfTSW sin

(
πfTSW

)
πfTSW

×
∞∑

l=−∞
x̃D(f − l/TSW)

= e−jπfTSW sinc
(
fTSW

) × ∞∑
l=−∞

x̃D(f − l/TSW). (29)

The second line in (29) expresses the relationship between
the spectrum of continuous time signal and its sampled ver-
sion [25]. The last equality includes the frequency response
of p(t). The spectrum of x(s)

D (t), denoted by x̃(s)
D (f), is a

periodic function where x̃D(f) is repeated every 1/TSW.
Fig. 3 illustrates the time and frequency domain relationships
between a band-limited xD,mT and its staircase approximation
by the RF-chain-free beamformer. Considering (29) and the
example in Fig. 3, the frequency components of x̃ARF(f)
that are further away from the center tend to attenuate as
x̃(s)

D (f) is multiplied with the spectrum of p(t). Based on
equation (29), we further discuss the consequences of the
staircase approximation and design requirements for the agile
RF-chain-free beamformers in the following:
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1) Signal aliasing: Since x̃(s)
D (f) =

∑∞
l=−∞ x̃D(f −

l/TSW)/TSW is a periodic signal, it can experience
aliasing effects if 1/TSW is not large enough. Similar
to Nyquist Sampling, the condition B ≤ 1/TSW must
hold to avoid aliasing.

2) Signal distortion: As shown in Fig. 3, the spectrum
of x̃(s)

D (f), around f = 0, is multiplied with the
main lobe of a sinc function. Consequently, the signal
components around the center frequency f = 0 are
less affected by distortion. Hence, it can be deduced
that narrowband signals are less susceptible to distortion
and aliasing. Alternatively, using phase shifters with a
smaller TSW also reduces the distortion and can avoid
aliasing. In addition, a filter can mitigate the signal
distortion if its frequency response is in the form of

{
1/sinc(TSWf), −B/2 ≤ f ≤ B/2,
0, otherwise,

(30)

To deploy this filter at the transmitter, it needs to be
implemented as an analog filter and be placed before
the antennas. Alternatively, analog or digital realization
of this filter can be used at the receiver side.

3) Out-of-band emissions: As illustrated in Fig. 3 and equa-
tion (29), the spectrum of the transmit signal by the agile
RF-chain-free beamformer contains undesired frequency
components. The out-of-band-emissions are in the form
of attenuated and distorted replicas of the spectrum of
xD(t); and they are observed at the frequency bands that
are centered at l/TSW, where l is an integer. A low-
pass filter must be used to remove the out-of-band-
emissions of xARF(t). Consequently, a band-pass filter
with the same bandwidth and center frequency fc is
required to mitigate the undesired frequency components
of xant.

ARF = cos(2πfct)xARF(t).
4) Frequency-dependent phase shift: In (29), the term

ejπfTSW implies that the signal component at frequency
f experiences a phase shift. There can be several ways to
compensate for this phase shift. For example, the effect
of ejπfTSW can be combined with the propagation chan-
nel. Then, its impact can be mitigated during channel
estimation.

Based on the discussion above, the use of agile RF-chain-
free beamformers with finite-speed phase shifters results in
an staircase approximation of the desired transmit signal.
Consequently, this can lead to signal aliasing, distortion and
out-of-band emissions. To avoid signal aliasing, B ≤ 1/TSW

must hold. Deploying appropriate filters can mitigate/reduce
the in-band signal distortion and out-of-band emissions. Such
undesired effects increase with signal bandwidth, and they
decrease by using faster phase shifters. Our simulations in
section IV indicate that the phase shifters’ switching speed has
a more dominant impact on the performance than their reso-
lution, particularly when Q ≥ 5. In the following subsections,
we exploit the RF-chains of analog and hybrid structures to
further reduce the MSEs and smooth down the transmit signal,
compared to the RF-chain-free beamformer.

F. Agile Analog Beamformer With Finite-Speed Phase
Shifters

This subsection presents an agile RF beamforming approach
for the analog transmitter shown in Fig. 1(d) with finite-speed
phase shifters. Similar to subsection III-C, let’s decompose the
transmit signal vector as xAA = b(t)f(t) = b(t)(ft + fb)/2, and
sequentially design f(t) and b(t). The beamforming weights
of ft(t) and fb(t) for f(t) are set according to (26). Then,
the baseband weight bopt(t) over (i − 1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW,
is calculated as

bopt(t) = argmin
b(t)

∥∥∥∥xD(t) − b(t)f
(
(i− 1)TSW

)∥∥∥∥
2

. (31)

Similar to (16) and (17), the solution to this optimization is

bopt(t) =
∣∣xH

Df
∣∣/‖f‖2exp

(
− j∠

(
xH

Df
))
. (32)

This approach can be easily applied to agile analog beam-
formers with finite-speed DPS. Our simulations in section IV
indicate that using agile analog beamformers is more advan-
tageous over RF-chain-free systems when using phase shifters
with lower-speed, and also when transmitting signals with
a larger bandwidth. Next subsection investigates the design
requirements and approaches for hybrid beamformers with
finite-speed APS and DPS.

G. Agile Hybrid Beamformer With Finite-Speed Phase
Shifters

This section presents agile RF beamforming approaches for
the hybrid beamformer shown in Fig. 1(c) with finite-speed
APS as well as DPS. The RF beamforming matrix F(t)
remains constant during (i − 1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW while its
input signal b(t) can vary. The optimal baseband and RF
beamforming weights are set such that(

bopt(t),FAPS((i− 1)TSW
))

= arg min
b(t)F

(
(i−1)TSW

)
∥∥∥∥xD(t) − F

(
(i− 1)TSW

)
b(t)

∥∥∥∥
2

. (33)

Hybrid beamformers with APS can achieve ‖xD(t) −
xAH(t)‖ = 0, based on subsection III-D, if xD(t) remains
constant during (i − 1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW. To solve (33)
for a general xD(t), which varies during this interval, let’s
decouple the design procedure for bopt(t) and FAPS(t) as in
the previous subsections. Assuming that FAPS(t) is available,
then the least-squares approach can be used to minimize (33),
i.e.,

bopt(t) = FAPS†
(t)xD(t), ∀t ∈ [

(i− 1)TSW, iTSW
)
. (34)

It is desired to construct a full-ranked FAPS(t) to increase
the degrees of freedom of the hybrid beamformer. When
using APS, Algorithm 2 presents our approach to construct
a full-ranked FAPS for a general xD(t), which varies during
t ∈ [

(i − 1)TSW, iTSW
)
. It is noted that this solution is

not unique, and further optimization of this algorithm for
specific waveforms of interest remains as a future research
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Algorithm 2 Constructing a Full-Ranked FAPS(t) for Agile
Hybrid Beamformers With APS

Input: C, i and xD(t) where t ∈ [0, 2π),
Define x̄D(t) = xD(t)/max

t,mT

(|xD,mT(t)|
)
; Define C̄ =

�C/2; Define ti,c̄ ∈ [
(i−1)TSW, iTSW

)
such that xD(ti,c̄) �=

xD(ti,c̄′), ∀c̄, c̄′ ∈ {1, . . . , C̄}
for 1 ≤ c̄ ≤ C̄ − 1 do
FAPS

mT,2c̄−1(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)+j cos−1(|x̄D,mT(ti,c̄)|)

FAPS
mT,2c̄(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)|)

end for
if C = 2C̄ then
FAPS

mT,2C̄−1
(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,C̄)+j cos−1(|x̄D,mT(ti,C̄)|)

FAPS
mT,2C̄

(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,C̄)−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT(ti,C̄)|)

else
if C = 2C̄ − 1 then
FAPS

mT,C(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT(ti,C̄)

end if
end if
Return FAPS((i− 1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW

)
)

direction. Let’s consider two scenarios where C is either an
even or an odd number. If the number of RF-chains C is
even, define C̄ = C/2; otherwise, C̄ = (C + 1)/2. Then,
select C̄ samples of the signal such that xD(ti,c̄) �= xD(ti,c̄′)
for c̄ �= c̄′, where ti,c̄, ti,c̄′ ∈ [

(i − 1)TSW, iTSW
)
, ∀c̄, c̄′ ∈

{1, 2, . . . , C̄} and ti,1 = (i − 1)TSW. If TSW is sufficiently

small and

∣∣∣∣xD,mT

(
(i − 1)TSW ≤ t < iTSW

)∣∣∣∣ is a strictly

increasing/decreasing function, then ti,c̄ can be simply chosen
by uniformly dividing

[
(i − 1)TSW, iTSW

)
into C̄ intervals,

as xD(ti,c̄) �= xD(ti,c̄′) for c̄ �= c̄′ holds. Consequently, it can
be easily verified that FAPS(t), ∀t ∈ [

(i − 1)TSW, iTSW
)
, is a

full-ranked matrix by setting its elements as{
FAPS

mT,2c̄−1(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)+j cos−1(|x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)|),
FAPS

mT,2c̄(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)−j cos−1(|x̄D,mT (ti,c̄)|),
(35)

when C is an even number. If C = 2C̄ − 1, we use (35) for
c̄ ∈ {1, . . . , C̄−1}, and set the last column of FAPS according
to argmin

fC
‖x̄D(ti,C̄) − fC(t)‖2, which results in

FAPS
mT,C(t) = ej∠x̄D,mT (ti,C̄). (36)

For hybrid beamformers with DPS, it can be easily veri-
fied that a full-ranked FDPS(t) can be constructed by using
Algorithm 1, with xD((i− 1)TSW) as its input. Then, bDPS(t)
can be set according to the least-squares solution, similarly
to (34).

In this subsection, we presented agile RF beamforming
methods for hybrid beamformers with finite-speed phase
shifters. In our approach, the RF beamforming matrix is
created based on Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 for hybrid
beamformers with DPS and APS, respectively. The base-
band beamforming weights are, then, calculated using the
least-squares approach as in (34). Our simulations results in
section IV indicate that the proposed agile hybrid beamformers

can substantially improve the performance, compared to RF-
chain-free and analog beamformers.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, first we introduce metrics to simulate
and evaluate the performance of the proposed agile beam-
formers in terms of normalized MSE, in-band distortion,
out-of-band emissions, and relative signal loss compared to the
desired reference signal. More specifically, in subsection IV-A,
we investigate the impact of phase shifters’ switching time
TSW and resolution Q, signal’s bandwidth B = K̃Δf , and
the number of transmitter antennas MT on the performance of
agile beamformers. Then, in subsection IV-B, we present three
examples in the context of wireless communication systems to
provide more insights about the performance of the proposed
approaches. In particular, we focus on the impact of TSW on
ACLR, achievable sum-rates and power efficiency compared to
the conventional hybrid beamformers, RMS EVM of 64-QAM
constellation and the BER.

A. Evaluating the Relative Performance of Agile RF
Beamformers Compared to the Reference Signal

In this subsection, we use Monte-Carlo simulations
averaged over 1000 realizations to evaluate the normalized
MSE, signal loss, in-band signal distortion, and out-of-band
emissions of the signals compared to the desired signal xD(t).
The band-limited baseband signal x̃Base.

D (k) with K̃ nonzero
subcarriers is created such that x̃Base.

D,mT
(k) ∼ CN (0, 1), ∀k ∈

{±1,±2, . . . ,±K̃/2} where K̃ is assumed to be an even
number. After converting the baseband signal to a low-pass
signal, the transmit power of xu(t) is normalized such that∑MT

mT=1

∫ KTs

0 ‖xu,mT(t)‖2 dt = 1, where TS = 1/KΔf is
the sampling period of the baseband signal. To simulate the
continuous-time transmit signal xu(t), we construct a corre-
sponding discrete signal xu(iTDAC) by upsampling xBase.

u (iTS)
where TDAC � TS. To simulate infinitely fast phase shifters
with TSW → 0, we assume that the phase shifters are updated
every TDAC. Except otherwise is stated, the simulation para-
meters are set as TSW = 0.5/Ts, K̃ = 16, K = 32, MT = 64,
Q = 5, and the upsampling factor is TSW/TDAC = 10 for all
systems. In addition, the number of RF chains for the hybrid
structures is set to C = 2.

Fig. 4 presents the impact of K̃ , Q, TSW/Ts, and MT

on the normalized MSE per antenna over a time interval of
duration Ts. In particular, we calculate the normalized MSE
according to

eu =

∫ KTs

0 ‖xD(t) − xu(t)‖2dt∫ KTs

0 ‖xD(t)‖2dt
. (37)

When Q ≥ 5 bits, Fig. 4(a) shows that the performance of
agile beamformers with DPS is almost the same as using APS.
It should be noted that the structures that employ APS serve
as a benchmark in Fig. 4(a) considering that the resolution
of APS does not change over the horizontal axis. Fig. 4(a)
indicates that the RF-chain-free systems are more sensitive
to the resolution of the phase shifters, compared with other
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Fig. 4. (a) eu v.s. Q, (b) eu v.s. TSW/TS, (c) eu v.s. K̃, (d) eu v.s. MT, (e) Lu v.s. Q, (f) Lu v.s. TSW/TS, (g) ẼIn,u v.s. TSW/TS, (h) ẼOut,u v.s. TSW/TS.

methods. As the resolution of the phase shifters increases,
the normalized MSE of the beamformers with finite-speed
phase shifters reaches an error floor. Hence, Fig. 4(a)
indicates that TSW has a more substantial impact on eu

than Q.
Fig. 4(b) presents the impact of TSW/Ts on the normalized

MSE. It is noted that the approaches that are based on infinitely
fast phase shifters, i.e. TSW → 0, serve as performance
benchmark as their switching speed does not vary along the
horizontal axis. For system u, Fig. 4(b) indicates that using
DPS, instead of APS with the same speed, increases the MSE
by only a small offset, while the corresponding curves follow
a similar slope. Fig. 4(b) shows that the slope of MSE for
the analog beamformer is significantly reduced compared to
the RF-chain-free system. Similarly, a hybrid beamformer with
C = 2 can further reduce the slope of MSE. Fig. 4(b) indicates
that all structures achieve a similar performance when faster
phase shifters are deployed.

Fig. 4(c) presents the impact of K̃ on eu, showing that
the MSE is relatively negligible when TSW → 0. For example,
the normalized MSE by the agile hybrid beamformer eAH with
DPS is less than 1%, regardless of the bandwidth of the signal.
The performance of agile beamformers, with finite-speed
phase shifters, degrades as the bandwidth increases. Similar
to Fig. 4(b), using DPS results in a small performance loss
compared with APS. Moreover, additional RF-chains signifi-
cantly reduce the slope of the MSE.

Fig. 4(d) shows the impact of the number of antennas on
the normalized MSE per antenna element. When TSW → 0,
Fig. 4(d) indicates that Q has a more significant impact on eu

than the number of antennas. When the phase shifters have
a finite switching speed, increasing the number of antennas
initially increases the relative MSE per antenna; however,
the MSE almost saturates when MT ≥ 16. In addition,
the MSE appears to be less sensitive to MT, for Q ≥ 5 than
TSW and K̃.

To examine the spectrum of the transmit signals, we define
the signal loss, normalized in-band and out-of-band errors
between the xD(t) and xu(t) using Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization process. The mT-th element of xu(t) can be
decomposed as

xu,mT(t) = ηu,mTxD,mT(t) + e⊥u,mT
(t) (38)

where ηu,mT corresponds to the projection of xu,mT(t) onto
xD,mT(t), and e⊥u,mT

(t) is an orthogonal function to xD,mT .
In (38), ηu,mTxD,mT(t) and e⊥u,mT

(t) can be interpreted as the
desired and undesired components of xu,mT(t) compared to
xD,mT(t), respectively. Using Gram-Schmidt procedure,⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
ηu,mT =

∫ KTs

0
xu,mT(t)x∗D,mT

(t)dt∫ KTs

0 |xD,mT(t)|2dt
e⊥u,mT

(t) = xu,mT(t) − ηu,mTxD,mT(t).

(39)

Based on (39), let’s define B = [−K̃Δf/2, K̃Δf/2] and⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Lu = EmT

[|ηu,mT |2
]

ẼIn,u = EmT

[∫
f∈B |ẽ⊥u,mT

(f)|2 df∫ ∞
−∞ |x̃u,mT(f)|2 df

]
,

ẼOut,u = EmT

[∫
f /∈B |ẽ⊥u,mT

(f)|2 df∫ ∞
−∞ |x̃u,mT(f)|2 df

]
,

(40)

where Lu, ẼIn,u and ẼOut,u are a measure of signal loss in the
desired direction, undesired in-band distortion and out-of-band
emissions, respectively.

Fig. 4(e) shows that the signal loss Lu is within a 0.5 dB
margin by all methods if Q ≥ 4. In addition, Lu decreases
as the speed of the phase shifters reduces, i.e., TSW increases.
Fig. 4(f) indicates TSW and C have a more substantial impact
on Lu than Q. In Fig. 4(f), the agile RF-chain-free beamformer
with DPS and TSW/Ts = 1 has only around 1 dB loss. For a
given bandwidth, Fig. 4(g) and Fig. 4(h) indicate that both the
in-band and out-of-band emissions increase as TSW increases.
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On the other hand, increasing the number of the RF-chains
significantly reduces the slop of ẼIn,u and ẼOut,u.

B. Evaluating Agile RF Beamformers in Communication
Systems

This subsection evaluates the impact of the phase shifter’s
resolution and speed on the performance of agile RF beam-
forming in terms of ACLR, sum-rate, power efficiency, EVM
and BER. For the sake of clarity, we use three different
examples to better investigate the aforementioned parameters.
It is noted that Q and TSW in practical systems significantly
depend on the technology of the phase shifters [26]. While
the resolution of the digital phase shifters can be as low as
a few bits, phase shifters with 6-bits of resolution, or even
higher, are commonly used in practice [7]. In terms of the
switching speed, the phase phase shifter’s that are based on
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) can be as
fast as TSW ≤ 1 ns, whereas 10μs ≤ TSW ≤ 100μs for micro
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology [26]. Digital
phase shifters can be programmed in parallel and/or serial
modes which also has an impact on the switching speed of
the phase shifters. It is noted that using the parallel mode to
control the phase shifters with higher resolution can improve
the switching time of the phase shifters at the cost of more
complex circuitry. Hence, in the following, we will consider
several values for TSW to better investigate the impact of TSW

on the system performance. It must be noted that the key
indicator for the performance of the agile beamformers is the
relative value of TSWB rather than the independent values of
TSW and B and the carrier frequency. Hence, the following
results and trends can be extended to any other frequency band
as long as the relative values of TSW and TS remain the same.

Example 1: This example presents the impact of power
amplifier’s nonlinearities, Q, TSW and the use of filtering on
the spectrum of the transmit signal and the corresponding
ACLR. ACLR is defined as the ratio of the mean filtered power
in the desired band to the mean filtered power in the adjacent
frequency channel, and it is one of the common metrics in
the study of the out-of-band emissions in wireless systems.
In this example, we use 5G and Communication toolboxes of
MATLAB [27] to create 5G new radio (NR) test models (TM)
for the frequency range 1 (FR1) [28] and to introduce the non-
linear impact of the power amplifier using Rapp model [29].
The TMs are defined by 3rd generation partnership (3GPP),
and are used for conformance testing in specific 3GPP sup-
ported RF configurations. In the following, xD(n) is produced
based on NR-FR1-TM1.1 using time-division duplex (TDD)
mode with B = 20 MHz, Δf = 30 kHz; and the nonlinearity
effects are created based on Rapp model with smoothness
factor set to 2. Fig. 5 compares the spectrum and ACLR of the
transmit signal from a single-antenna digital transmitter to that
of an RF-chain-free system. It is noted that, in the following,
we only focus on low-pass signal models; and consequently,
the corresponding filters are low-pass filters. Considering the
power amplifier’s nonlinearity, Fig. 5(a)-Fig. 5(d) indicate
that the use of filters improves the ACLR performance of
digital transmitters. On the other hand, Fig. 5(e)-Fig. 5(l)

indicate that it is critical for the RF-chainfree systems with
finite-speed analog phase shifters to apply filters before the
antennas. More specifically, Fig. 5(e)-Fig. 5(l) present the
spectrum and ACLR of unfiltered and filtered signals when
TSW = 32.5 ns and TSW = 24.4 ns. It is observed that all other
channels experience a dramatic interference, and the ACLR
reaches unexpected levels if a filter is not used. Using faster
analog phase shifters, i.e., TSW = 24.4 ns, Fig. 5(i)-Fig. 5(l)
show that although there is no interference on the adjacent
channels, labeled with “−1” and “1”, channels “-2” and “2”
are significantly affected. Hence, Fig. 5(e)-Fig. 5(l) indicate
that the use of faster analog phase shifters can relax the design
constraints of the filter. However, it does not alleviate the
need for low-pass filters. Fig. 5(m)-Fig. 5(p) investigate the
impact of very fast digital phase shifting on the spectrum and
ACLR. In this scenario, there is significant leakage to other
frequency-bands and the use of filters is inevitable regardless
of TSW.

Example 2: This example evaluates the impact of TSW on
the achievable sum-rates and power efficiency of the agile RF
beamforming compared to fully-digital, and conventional RF
beamforming approach of [12] for a point-to-point MIMO
systems. To provide an insight about the performance of
agile RF beamforming in mmWave channels, in the following,
we consider a sparse scattering geometry-based channel model
where the channel matrix H is described by [12]

H =

√
MTMR

NclNray

Ncl∑
i=1

Nray∑
j=1

gi,jΛR(φR
i,j , ψ

R
i,j)ΛT(φT

i,j , ψ
T
i,j)

×aR(φR
i,j , ψ

R
i,j)a

H
T (φT

i,j , ψ
T
i,j). (41)

In this model, Ncl, Nray, gi,j , ΛR, φR
i,j and ψR

i,j , aR denote
the total number clusters, the number of the rays in each
cluster, the corresponding path coefficient, receiver antenna
pattern, the azimuth and elevation angle-of-arrival, the array
response vector of the receiver, respectively. Similar notation
and terminology is used for the transmitter side. It is noted that
mmWave channels can show several hundreds of coherence
bandwidth in some realistic environments, in particular when a
directional transmission is used [30]. Hence, the model in (41)
is still a viable model to evaluate the transmission of signals
with a relatively large bandwidth in mmWave scenarios. Con-
sequently, the frequency-response of the channel at the k-th,
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K−1}, subcarrier is equal to H. To better focus
on the performance of the transmitters, we further assume that
the multiantenna receiver is equipped with a fully-digital array.

In the following, we assume the transmission scheme is
based on singular value decomposition of H without using
waterfilling [11], [12]. More precisely, let H = UΣVH where
U ∈ CMR×MR and V ∈ CMT×MT are unitary matrices
including the left and right singular vectors, and the diagonal
elements of Σ ∈ CMR×MT contain the singular values of
H. It is noted that both digital and agile RF beamformers
can support the transmission of up to MU = min(MT,MR)
data streams. However, we impose MU = C limitation, where
C is the number of the RF chains of a conventional hybrid
beamformer, to make comparisons with conventional hybrid
beamforming approaches in similar scenarios. Accordingly,
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Fig. 5. Spectrum and ACLR of: (a), (b) digital transmitter without filter, (c), (d) with filter; (e), (f) ARF with APS TSW = 32.5 ns without filter, (g), (h) with
filter, (i), (j) ARF with APS TSW = 24.4 ns without filter, (k), (l) with filter, (m), (n) ARF with DPS Q = 6, TSW → 0 ns, (o), (p) without filter.

the precoding and combining matrices for a digital system
are set as FD = V1:MU and WD = UH

1:MU
. Based on FD and

WD, we adopt the precoding approach of [12] to calculate the
achievable rates by conventional hybrid beamformers to cal-
culate FCH = FCHBCH. Let s̃mU(k), mU ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MU} be
a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with unit variance, and
denote the mU-th symbol on the k-th subcarrrier. Based on the
outcomes of Example 1, we investigate the impact of analog
signals by upsampling and filtering the baseband signals.

For band-limited signals and additive zero-mean Gaussian
noise with normalized unit-variance, the achievable sum-rate
over H is [10], [31]

Ru =
1
K

K−1∑
0

log2 det
(
I + HQx̃u

(k)HH)
, (42)

where Qx̃u
(k) denotes the covariance matrix of the x̃u(k).

It must be noted that the discrete variable x̃u(k) is created from

the contentious-time xu(t), and it must comply with Nyquist
sampling criteria before it is used in (42). In this example,
we also evaluate the power efficiency Ru/Ptot,u of different
approaches, where Ptot,u is the total power consumption of the
transmitter that is used for achieving Ru [32]. The calculation
of Ptot,u is based on the hardware configurations shown
in Fig. 1, and based on the parameters used in [32], [33].
For the digital transmitter, Ptot,Dig = MT(PA + PRFC) + PBB

where PA = 20 mW, PRFC = 230 mW and PBB = 5 mW
denote the power consumption of power amplifiers, RF chains
and baseband, respectively. For the hybrid beamformer with C
RF chains, Ptot,CH = MT(C+1)PA+MTCPSW+CPRFC+PBB

where PSW = 30 mW denotes the power consumption of
the phase shifters. For the agile RF-chain-free and analog
beamformers, each phase shifter and antenna are assumed
to be equipped with power amplifiers. Since each antenna
is connected to two phase shifters, we model the power
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Fig. 6. (a) Achievable sum-rate vs Ms = MU, (b) power efficiency vs Ms, (c) achievable sum-rate vs TSW.

Fig. 7. Signal constellation for (a) TSW = 1.5 ns with no compensation, (b) TSW = 25 ns with no compensation, (c) TSW = 25 ns with phase compensation,
(d) TSW = 25 ns with phase and amplitude compensation, (e) TSW = 47 ns with phase and amplitude compensation, (f) RMS EVM vs TSW, (g) BER vs TSW.

consumption of the system based on Ptot,ARF ≈ Ptot,AA =
3MTPA + 2MTPSW + PRFC + PBB.

Fig. 6 presents the simulation results for the sum-rates v.s.
MU = C, power efficiency v.s. MU and the sum-rate v.s. TSW.
The transmitter and receiver have uniform rectangular arrays
with 64 omnidirectional antennas, Ncl = MU is set such that
the rank of the channel matrix can support the transmission
of MU data streams, Nray = 5, φR

i,j ∈ [−90◦, 90◦, ], ψR
i,j ∈

[−45◦, 45◦, ], φT
i,j ∈ [−30◦, 30◦, ], ψR

i,j ∈ [−10◦, 10◦, ], ρ =
E
[
trace(FCHFH

CH)
]
/σ2

z = E
[
trace(FDFH

D)
]
/σ2

z , B = 20 MHz.
Fig. 6(a) indicates that the proposed agile RF-chain-free
beamformer with TSW = 25 ns and the digital transmitter
provide a similar performance which is still comparable to that
of the conventional hybrid beamformer. However, Fig. 6(b)
shows that the RF-chain-free system offers significantly higher
power efficiency than both digital and conventional hybrid
beamformers as the number of the transmit streams increases.
It is noted that in such scenarios conventional hybrid beam-
formers consume much higher power even compared to dig-
ital systems [13], [24]. Fig. 6(c) presents the achievable
sum-rates by the agile RF-chain-free beamformer, where
MU = 8, reduces as TW increases. It is observed that even for

TSW = 47 ns ≈ 1/B = 50 ns, the agile beamformer provides
higher sum-rates than the conventional hybrid beamformer.

Example 3: This example investigates the impact of TSW

on the signal constellation, EVM and BER of the proposed
approach. In general, the BER and EVM in wireless sys-
tems depend on various parameters, e.g., signal-to-noise ratio,
the choice of modulation and coding scheme, the nonlinearities
of the circuit components, the time dispersive characteristics
and the rank of the MIMO channel. To decouple the impact of
TSW on the signal constellation, BER and EVM from the afore-
mentioned variables, we confine the scope of this example to
a simplified scenario where MT = MR = 8 over H = IMT .
In this example, the transmit signal on the k-th subcarrier, from
each antenna is based on 64-quadrature-amplitude-modulation
(64-QAM). Similar to the previous examples, the baseband
signal is upsampled and filtered before transmission, and the
receiver applies the same sampling frequency TS = 1/B where
B = 20 MHz. To better elaborate on the impact of TSW on
the signal constellation and EVM of signal, Fig. 7(a)-Fig. 7(f)
consider a noise free scenario. Fig. 7(a) indicates that the
signal constellation of digital and agile RF beamformer are
nearly the same when TSW = 1.5 ns. As expected from
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subsection III-E, Fig. 7(b) shows that the signal constellation
experiences a significant phase rotation and signal distortion
when TSW = 25 ns. The receiver of Fig. 7(c) applies an
appropriate time-offset before downsampling to compensate
for the phase rotation. To overcome the amplitude distortion
of the constellation in Fig. 7(c), the transmitter of Fig. 7(d)
preprocesses the transmit signal according to (30). However,
as Fig. 7(e) and Fig. 7(f) indicate, more efficient approaches
are required to compensate for the signal transmission when
TSW ≥ 1/2B = 25 ns. Finally, Fig. 7(g) presents a similar
trend for the BER performance of the RF-chain-free system
over additive white Gaussian noise channel where the trans-
mitter employs convolution coding with code-rate 1/2, and
receiver applies hard-decision Viterbi decoder.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

In this paper, we presented a framework to design and
evaluate agile RF beamformers from theoretical and practical
perspectives in wireless systems. In particular, we proposed
agile RF beamforming methods for RF-chain-free, analog,
and hybrid beamformers considering the impacts of the phase
shifters’ resolution and speed. To evaluate and compare
the system performance, we defined several metrics based
on the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. The results
indicated that the phase shifters’ speed and the number of
RF-chains have a more dominant impact on the system per-
formance than the phase shifters’ resolution and the number of
antennas. The use of slower phase shifters can result in alias-
ing, in-band distortion, and out-of-band emissions, depending
on the signal’s bandwidth. To better elaborate on such effects
in communication systems, we used extensive simulations to
study the impact of switching-time of the phase shifters on
the ACLR, achievable sum-rates in different channel models,
power efficiency compared to the conventional hybrid beam-
formers, EVM of 64-QAM constellation and BER. As future
directions of this research, it is necessary to further optimize
the proposed approaches in order to implement agile RF
beamformers in practical systems. For example, the proposed
approach for setting the agile hybrid beamforming weights
requires the calculation of pseudo-inverse of a matrix for
continuous-time signals which imposes significant overhead
on the baseband processor. Hence, it is required to explore
the time-domain characteristics of the signal, e.g., correlation,
to interpolate the beamforming weights, and reduce the num-
ber of the matrix inversions. In addition, further optimization
of pre/post-processing techniques to reduce the signal dis-
tortion, and also a more detailed investigation of the energy
efficiency of the proposed approaches, remain as an interesting
research directions. Finally, in future, the information-theoretic
analysis can be used to characterize the rate-region by agile
RF beamformers for more general scenarios.
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